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1. Introduction 
 
Our initial starting point with this project springs from a Net Media course, from which a website 
(prototype, Appendix on CD) was designed for the Danish umbrella Non Governmental 
Organization (NGO) PADWA; Partnership Association Denmark West-Africa1. In order to design 
the prototype, we conducted a sender interview with two members from PADWA’s executive 
committee. During this informal interview, it became clear that the informants were unclear on the 
purpose and target group of the organization, yet expressed a strong need for linking the member 
NGOs. The informants seemed convinced, despite the unclearness that a website would be a 
solution. However, it was not clear what a website should be a solution to. Because the informants 
expressed their need for a website so vaguely, we decided with the informants to make a proto type, 
and later inviting other members of PADWA to comment on it. This decision was taken, because 
we found it easier to discuss with the informants on something concrete. Nevertheless, during the 
design of the prototype it became evident that we lacked an important understanding of PADWA's 
history, their purpose of the website, and who PADWA wanted to target with the website. 
1. 1 Research Field 
PADWA was established in 2002, on the basis of two seminars held in Denmark and in Burkina 
Faso. The purpose of the two seminars were knowledge sharing between Danish and West African 
NGOs, and amongst the West African NGOs themselves. The two seminars resulted in a book on 
good partnership, sold by themselves and through Projektrådgivningen2.      
   The motivation for the members of the Danish NGOs, to establish PADWA were to strengthen 
the development cooperation between Denmark and West Africa through networking, and because 
of the fact that at the time, only few Danish NGOs worked in West Africa. (PADWA’s Regulations 
Appendix 9).  
  PADWA composes fourteen member NGOs, mainly voluntarily3 driven, whose purposes differs, 
e.g. development work, friendship and African art and culture promotion. Some of the NGOs’ main 
projects are in West Africa, while other NGOs predominately conduct activities in Denmark. The 
                                                
1 In Danish: Venskabsforeningen Danmark Vest-Afrika (VDV) 
2 An umbrella organization comprising 220 NGOs and small organizations.  Its purpose is to counsel members on 
projects and activities. http://www.prngo.dk  
3 We rely on UN’s definition of volunteer work that states: voluntary work is defined as work without salary or legal 
obligations established for the volunteer. (United Nations 2003: Handbook on non-profit-organisation p249 in Krog-
Nielsen 2005:p11)     
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member NGOs are small organizations with between 10-100 members. The human resources in the 
NGOs are therefore limited, and the organizations rely on donors to fund their activities.     
 
In the establishment of PADWA, the NGOs chose to focus on what they had in common and what 
they could learn from each other; partnership, knowledge and experience with West Africa. 
PADWAs main activity is today a yearly festival in Fælledparken, the event, Couleur Café, where 
African music, food, culture and dance are promoted.  
 
PADWA is run by volunteers, who prioritise PADWA between their volunteer work in their own 
NGO and their remaining free time. This means that PADWA has limited human recourses 
available. PADWA’s setup is in the form of a committee who run the administration of PADWA. 
The General Assembly is the highest power. Despite few individual members, people are only 
active in PADWA as representatives of their NGO through the committee or ad hoc in working 
committees. 
 
By examining PADWA's current communication form, we find that they do not seem to use any 
communication strategy, which reflects their current communication targeting the public. Currently 
PADWA is represented in a simple printed folder (Appendix 10), available only few places, and 
mainly distributed at their public event, Couleur Café. The printed folder does not have a clear 
message, but introduces PADWA's purpose briefly, the Danish member NGOs and partners in West 
Africa. The folder also provides information on how to become a member. Online, PADWA is 
introduced through their annual event, Couleur Café, on a personal website4 and with a Couleur 
Café myspace profile5. The purpose of the myspace profile is to advertise for Couleur Café. 
Interestingly, PADWA is not mentioned as organizer or as sender of the event. In fact PADWA is 
not mentioned at all. Both web appearances are difficult to find via search engines. The current 
communication between member NGOs takes place by email, and is mainly a one-way 
communication. PADWA is in contact with the members a couple of times during a year at the 
event, Couleur Café and at the General Assembly meeting. 
 
                                                
4 The CRAWFURD Website is the personal website of photographer and multimedia producer Jacob Crawfurd. 
www.Crawfurd.dk is a multipurposed site and one of its purposes, amongst others is to promote African issues. There is 
a mix of photos, event info and various useful information picked up here and there. The Crawfurd Website currently 
has roughly 2.500 visitors every day. 
5 http://www.myspace.com/couleurcafe_cph 
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As students of communication and having taken on the job to design a website for PADWA, we 
find it rewarding to design an effective website covering the needs of PADWA. According to Niels 
Ole Finnemann, a good and effective website demands; a clear target audience, clear purpose of the 
net solution and a high quality of content, layout and navigation (Finnemann, 2005: ch.5). The 
advantage of a website, compared to other communication media is that it can serve altered 
purposes, and reach different target groups at the same time. Information can be offered, in different 
variations aimed at different target groups, behind bars and other forms of arrangements, creating 
different ways for people to navigate on the website. A website with multiple purposes and target 
audiences demands careful design and contribution from many sources in the organization 
(Heilesen & Willie 2001:20). Considering the importance of having a clear purpose and target 
group when designing a website, and PADWA’s lack thereof, we find it necessary to examine 
whether PADWA’s confusion on its purpose and target group is represented throughout the 
organization. In addition, if so, how a website can be designed to cover multiple purposes and target 
group demands. 
Acting as PADWA’s ‘communication consultants’, we find it relevant to pose the following 
research question:  
1.1.1 Research Question 
How do members of PADWA experience their purpose and target group, and what will be the 
consequences related to the design of PADWA’s website?  
1.2 Delimitations and Terminology 
Delimitations: 
In the analysis of our empirical data we identify two discourses. We emphasize that the discourses 
should not be understood as discourses representing different informants, neither that informants 
‘belong’ to either one discourse. Rather it is evident that our informants to a large extent ‘switch’ 
between the discourses depending on the topic discussed. They move across the discourses and 
thereby become fluent and active in producing and constructing the discourses, and must be 
understood as such. However, we argue that some informants are more within one certain kind of 
discourse than others. Even though the opinions of one informant differs, according to which topic 
is under discussion, it is possible to draw some rough lines of which discourse they are within and 
are co-creators of. Our main interest is on how the informants experience the purpose and target 
group of PADWA within the discourses.  
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   We do not operate with discourse as e.g. the way it is understood and used in discursive theories. 
Rather, we understand the term discourse as a set of meanings, and operate with this understanding 
throughout the report.  
 
Our research is focused on exploring how members of PADWA experience the purpose and target 
group of PADWA; hence we conduct a sender analysis. We do not explore the conflicts between 
members in PADWA, but rather the conflicts between the discourses. We find it impossible to 
make a life world analysis of the target group, because it has not yet been defined.  
   Our research does not intend to conclude the purpose and target group which we, acting as 
PADWA’s communication consultants, perceive as the best. Neither is the purpose of this report to 
decide whether a website in fact is the best means of communication for PADWA. Rather, our 
research intends to understand how PADWA experience its purpose and target group in order to 
find a way to represent these experiences in a website.  
   Due to the focus of our research being the members’ experience of PADWAs purpose and target 
group, we do not consider the prototype of the website already designed for PADWA. However, we 
do make use of the website in a focus group setting, (the General Assembly meeting) as a visual 
cue, with the purpose to generate responses related to our field of research.  
 
Terminology:  
PADWA: When we throughout the report refer to PADWA, we refer to PADWA as an 
organization. This means that PADWA must be understood as all the member NGOs as well as a 
few individual members. We do not distinguish between members and PADWA's executive 
committee. The organizational structure of PADWA is special in the form that the executive 
committee do not have power to define the organization. The definition of the organization can only 
take place at the General Assembly, hence the members of PADWA become essential to interview.  
 
Interview: Altogether we conduct four interviews using three different methods. The methodology 
of the interviews we explain later in this chapter. We analyze all four interviews into one analysis, 
however, we refer to the different interviews only when it is relevant for the meaning expressed by 
the informants. The interviews are; 1. Prototype interview,  (pair interview) 2. General Assembly 
Interview (focus group), 3. In –depth Interview (two individuals)  
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Network: Analyzing our empirical data we find that some of the informants experience the purpose 
of PADWA to be network. Therefore we operate with network as a term representing one of the two 
main discourses identified throughout the report.  When operating with this network discourse we 
do not as such go into a theoretical analysis of which kind of network the informant make use of, 
because it is beyond the scope of this research. Entering a theoretical and empirical analysis of how 
networking and net-work is  experienced and perceived within PADWA is a research field in itself.  
 
1.3 Structure of the Report 
The aim of this section is to clarify the way in which we structure the report and how the chapters 
and sections relate to each other. 
   In chapter one, we lay down the structure of our methodological and theoretical frame set. The 
methodological considerations on our conducted qualitative interviews are presented and reflected 
upon, since the methods we use affects the knowledge produced. In this section an introduction to 
the informants will be given as well.  
   In chapter two, we first introduce our designed discourse model and then concentrate our 
investigation on the purpose, both in relation to PADWA as an organization and to a future website. 
By making use of our empirical data, and drawing on theories to be presented, we focus on how 
members of PADWA express, interpret and construct the purpose of their organization and of their 
future website individually and in group discussions. This section will serve to answer the first part 
of our research question. Secondly, we investigate PADWA's target group(s). We explore how 
members of PADWA construct and define the target group of the organization and of a future 
website. With reference to the designed discourse model, we identify two different target group 
definitions prevailing within PADWA. Through this investigation, we reveal how individuals 
simply shift and navigate between the two discourses. This section will serve to answer the second 
part of our question. The distinction between the organization’s target group and the target group of 
a future website is not as apparent as with the purpose, why we structure it slightly different. 
Highlights of this chapter will be summarized at the end.  
   In chapter three, we conclude on the findings from previous chapters. Accepting the different 
discourses on purpose and target group within PADWA, we highlight the complexity of such 
different perceptions, in the design of a website. We suggest what a future website for PADWA 
could contain and explain why.   
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Division of Responsibility 
The report has been written by the two of us in close cooperation, meaning that both have 
participated and contributed to writing and finalizing the report. All chapters in the report have been 
written and re-written by both of us. However, due to legal requirements, we make the following 
division of responsibilities:  
Chapter One: Ditte and Guilla 
Chapter Two (2.1 – 2.3.2): Guilla 
Chapter Two (2.4-2.4.4): Ditte 
Chapter Three: Ditte and Guilla 
 
1.4 Theories and Methods  
In the following, we present and reflect upon the epistemological and theoretical assumptions that 
guide our research and constitute the theoretical and methodological framework of this report.  
   Our fieldwork design is based upon a multi-methodological and theoretical approach, both 
influencing each other. This means that we do not distinguish between method and theory as such.        
We conduct a sender analysis, by employing the 24 Question method purposed by Jan Kragh 
Jacobsen. This method entails 24 questions of which we use the first 10 questions, which the sender 
must ask him or herself when planning any sort of communication. The method assists to explore 
how the members of PADWA perceive the purpose and target group of their organization, and has 
been used mostly in preparing interview questions and treating empirical data.  
   A large portion of the report is rooted in the Sense-Making methodology purposed by Brenda 
Dervin. Our empirical research data show a significant disagreement between the informants on the 
purpose and target group of PADWA. Sense-Making can bridge the gap between how members, by 
use of narratives, feelings and memories, and in dialogue, perceive and construct who PADWA is 
as an organization, including its purpose and target group. Essentially, it is our aim - finding a way 
to explain the flexible pattern of meanings through which the informants’ shift between the two 
discourses, and finally to find a way in which both discourses can be represented in a website for 
PADWA. The nature of Sense-Making embodies both methodology and theory and implies that 
reality is socially constructed and reproduced by people acting on their interpretations of it. This 
epistemological assumption is especially useful to us, because we examine how the informants 
experience, construct and reproduce the purpose and target group of PADWA. In addition, Sense-
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Making is applied ad hoc when developing and carrying out the interviews.  
    To develop the interview guides and for the analysis of the research data, we draw on the work of 
the post modern inspired professor Steinar Kvale. In contradiction to traditional positivistic 
thinking, Kvale’s interviewing techniques are characterized by conversation, acknowledging both 
the interviewer and the informant as producers of knowledge. In the analysis of our data we 
especially use Kvale to illustrate the relationship between the how and the why questions asked in 
the interview process.  
   The Information/Relevance model, developed by Preben Sepstrup is utilized to outline how the 
target group of PADWA is experienced by the informants.  
Map of Information 
Information Potential +(R)elevance -(R)elevance 
+Information need +I/+R: 
Large potential 
The interest to receive 
information is great 
+I/-R: 
Limited potential 
The interest to receive 
information is situational 
defined 
-Information need -I/+R: 
Limited potential 
The interest to receive 
information is situational 
defined 
-I/-R: 
Little potential 
The interest to receive 
information is modest 
 
The model functions to break down the target group into four sub groups, to give an in-depth 
analysis of the target group. The group with the largest information potential and the largest 
information relevance (+I/+R) is defined by Sepstrup to be the target group, who is most likely to 
understand and act upon the information communicated and finds the information relevant to 
him/her. The group with the least perceived information potential and the least information 
relevance (-I/-R) is the target group, most difficult to reach with the chosen communication 
(Sepstrup 1996:155). The informants do not express any target group, in which this sub category 
could be utilized, why we do not operate with this sub group definition in our report. According to 
Sepstrup it is not possible to state which of the sub group categories: –information potential and + 
perceived relevance need (-I/+R) and +information potential and –relevance need (+I/-R) is easiest 
to reach and most likely to act upon the information. The +I/-R is more a theoretically defined 
group, and due to that it is rare that individuals experience a high information need, but have a low 
perceived relevance need (Sepstrup 1996:155). We therefore make use of the groups +I/+R and -
I/+R, to illustrate how the sender expresses the different target groups of PADWA. 
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1.5  Methodology for Qualitative Interviews 
Throughout this report, we conduct qualitative research, which provides information on how 
people make sense of, and construct the reality in which they find themselves. According to Frey:  
 
“Quantitative observations provide a high level of measurement precision and statistical power, while 
qualitative observations provide greater depth of information about how people perceive events in the 
context of the actual situations in which they occur” (Frey in Schrøder et al. 2003:29). 
 
Due to the specific purpose of this report it does not make sense for us to conduct quantitative 
research, since we would not gain the insight into how the informants express the purpose and 
target group of PADWA.  
   We recognize that qualitative data is often criticized for its reliance on interpretation, which might 
say everything and/or nothing- thus making it difficult to create meaningful generalisations.  At the 
same time however, analysis can only be carried out through interpretation. Schrøder et al puts it 
like this, “Audience research is thus fundamentally the analyst’s interpretation of people’s interpretation of 
their own social practices involving the media” (Schrøder et al. 2003:30). 
  
We conduct four sender interviews, with the purpose to gain knowledge on how the informants 
experience the purpose and target group of PADWA. We make use of two overall different 
interview techniques, providing us with a broader picture of the organization PADWA. We 
combine the focus group interviewing technique with the technique of individual in-depth 
interviews. The difference between the two interview techniques is that the individual in-depth 
interview is characterised by the informant expressing their opinions to the interviewer, about his 
or hers internal negotiation of the topic in question. (Schrøder et al. 2003:152). Group interviews 
on the other hand serve to: “...generate data on the basis of social and cultural interaction and 
communication” (Tonkiss 2004:205). In this sense, the informants participating in a group interview 
is more likely to be affected by the opinions of other informants. Their internal negotiation is still 
there, but is reproduced through interaction and discussions with other informants. We argue that 
the different interview techniques produce different knowledge, and how we make us of the 
knowledge is discussed in the following sections. We argue that the combined interview 
techniques, and our various tools for analysis, creates a better ground for the design of a website, 
than if we had simply asked the informants to fill out a questionnaire, characterized as 
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quantitative research. 
 
The first interview conducted is an informal Prototype Interview: Pair Interview, with two 
representatives from PADWA’s executive committee. The second interview, is in the form of our 
participation in PADWAs General Assembly meeting, and has the character of a focus group 
interview. The remaining two interviews are in-depth individual interviews, providing the 
opportunity for dialogue and the chance to go into depth with spontaneous interesting issues. The 
two in-depth individual interviews were conducted on the basis of knowledge gained from the 
first two interviews, with the purpose of testing our assumptions. In this way, the four interviews 
should be seen as complementing each other.  
 
In the conduction and analysis of the interviews, various methods suggested by Steinar Kvale is 
employed. Kvale is relevant to use because he offers a guideline to interview settings and 
analysis, which covers the different kinds of interview techniques we use throughout the research. 
However, we also make use of Kim Schrøder ad hoc.  
 
1.5.1: The Prototype Interview: Pair Interview 
The first prototype interview conducted was with the purpose of finding out; 
• Who PADWA is, their background information and purpose and activities 
• Who are their members and how can one become a member  
• Their motivation for making a website 
• Who do they wish should use the website (target group) 
• Where to get images, video, text etc. to put on the website 
• To find out if they have economic resources to pay for having a website. 
• To find out if they have somebody to maintain the website. 
Above information was investigated in order to start designing the first prototype of PADWAs 
website. The interview took place in the two informants' African shop and the duration was 
approximately two hours. It was a relaxed atmosphere with jokes, and the informants served 
coffee/tea and biscuits. The interview technique was characterised by an open, none structured 
style, and the language spoken was English. The interview was not recorded on tape, but detailed 
summaries of the interview were written by each of the interviewers (Appendix 1 ).  
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For the Prototype Interview as with the other interviews, we use Kvale's third step of analysis, 
characterised by a dialogue in which: the interviewer, during the interview, condenses and 
interprets.  
 
"This dialogue ideally continues till there is only one possible interpretation left, or it is established that 
the subject has multiple and possibly contradictory, understandings of a theme...this form of interviewing 
implies an ongoing ‘on-the-line interpretation’ with the possibility of an ‘on-the-spot’ confirmation or 
disconfirmation of the interviewer’s interpretations." (Kvale 1996:189).  
 
Making use of this interviewing technique allows us to reconfirm the meanings generated in all 
the interviews. 
 
As regards to our analysis of the interview data, and according to Kvale, the most frequent form 
of interview analysis is the Ad Hoc Meaning Generation. By using this form of analysis one: 
"...allows a free interplay of techniques during the analysis" (Kvale 1996:203). We make use of this Ad 
Hoc Meaning Generation tool throughout our report; however, we find it useful to employ the 
narrative analysis tool for treating data from this specific interview, which focus on the stories 
told during the interview. We choose this method of analysis because our informant use stories 
throughout the interview to make her points. In addition, our analysis for this interview, as with 
the other interviews relies on the meaning categorisation tool. This tool focuses on reducing the 
data into themes or categories. This is useful, since we at this specific interview are four 
interviewers, who each find different information. In our interpretation of the data we indicate the 
occurrence of specific themes or points taking place during the interview, according to how many 
times it came up in our different notes. We compare the notes and take the most frequent 
occurrences.  
 
1.5.2 The General Assembly Meeting Interview 
The General Assembly meeting interview took place at the member NGO DanAfrica’s meeting 
room in a relaxed and informal setting. Six people, representing five different member NGOs 
participated. PADWA served coffee, tea and cakes. The interview was conducted over a time 
duration of fifty minutes including fifteen minutes presentation of ourselves, and the prototype of 
the website. The interview was conducted in collaboration with two of our fellow colleagues with 
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whom we designed the website. The language spoken was English, and the interview was recorded 
(listen to interview attached as CD in Appendix). 
 
The structure of the General Assembly meeting is similar to a focus group interview, 
understanding that the nature of the General Assembly meeting is different from a focus group 
interview setting. Our approach is similar, in that we use a topic guide of themes for discussion, 
and a visual cue in the form of the designed prototype website for PADWA. The presentation of 
the prototype is intended to generate reactions that can lead to discussions between the members 
of PADWA. It is our job to grasp reactions and ask more in depth questions that will generate 
discussion on the basis of group interaction. Our role in this sense should therefore be seen as 
facilitators of group discussions as opposed to interviewers. 
 
It is important for us to acknowledge that a clash in the mix of agendas can occur, since it may 
affect the knowledge produced. PADWAs members attend the meeting with the purpose of 
conducting the annual General Assembly meeting, where the presentation of the website is first on 
their agenda. We are at the General Assembly meeting with the purpose of research, and not with 
the aim of showing the website as such, even though this is done. It is therefore important to us to 
make that clear to all the informants and this is done by explaining the process of our study. 
   The General Assembly interview is conducted based on three topic questions: 
• How would you describe the purpose of PADWA? 
• How would you describe PADWA's target group?  
• What do you hope the website can do for PADWA (the website’s purpose)?  
Below each topic question, we have a number of data goals that we want the discussion to cover 
(Appendix 2). Due to the fact that the nature of a General Assembly meeting is open for discussion, 
input and comments, we try not to control the discussion. 
 
Because the interview is related to a focus group interview, the informants (members attending the 
General Assembly meeting) display their opinions as they negotiate topics and disagreements, just 
like focus groups. When interpreting the data afterwards, we therefore make some of the same 
considerations as made using a focus group method. We recognize disagreements between the 
informants, even when they are indirect or hedged. For this purpose, we make use of Myers (1998), 
who in relation to a focus group setting, stresses that: “…the pressure for consensus without loss of face 
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is so great that the expression of blunt disagreement is quite rare” (Myers in Schrøder et. Al. 2003:166). We 
emphasize the disagreements occurring at the General Assembly throughout our analysis, since this 
is partly our area of research. Therefore, we should keep  in mind that consensus seeking often takes 
place during group interview settings, and we must seek to look beyond these consensus makings.  
 
1.5.3 The Two In-depth Individual Interviews 
The interview questions for the in-depth individual interviews are developed from the knowledge 
gained from the previous two interviews (Appendix 3). The interview questions are open-ended to 
avoid yes and no answers. The format of both interviews are semi-structured and based on the 
information given by the respondent, with a purpose of establishing a natural flow of the questions 
asked. Despite being conversational, the primary role of the interviewer is to listen. As with the 
General Assembly meeting and the prototype interview, we utilize Kvale’s third interviewing 
technique, by which the interviewer during the interview condenses and interprets the meanings, 
and sends back his or her interpretation (Kvale 1996:189). Both the individual in-depth interviews 
are conducted in Danish and recorded (CD attached). 
 
Due to geographical circumstances and limited access to informants with such short notice, the first 
individual in-depth interview is conducted on the telephone, with duration of approximately thirty 
minutes. Due to the nature of a telephone conversation, this interview has only one interviewer. We 
are aware that the telephone interviewing technique is normally associated with quantitative studies. 
However, we argue that the telephone interview has an advantage of making the informants feel 
more relaxed and may disclose information more easily than in a personal face-to-face interview 
(Novick 2008:1). In addition, one could wonder whether the nature of a telephone interview would 
avoid the socially acceptable responses, often associated with face-to-face interviews. We realize 
the disadvantage of a telephone interview, that there is no face-to-face interaction allowing to read 
each others’ body languages. We seek to overcome this bias by allowing the informant to finish 
statements, so that our role as listeners are more emphasized. In fact, we consider the data produced 
from this interview as the most interesting and varied research data of all the four interviews 
conducted. It is however, not possible to claim whether this is attributed to the telephone 
interviewing technique, or attributed to the personality of the informant. Another fact is that some 
of the informants’ answers were identical with what is stated in PADWA’s official regulations, 
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leaving one to wonder whether the informant had prepared himself for the interview, by reading 
PADWAs regulations. 
   The second individual in-depth interview was conducted at the informants’ office in his lunch 
break. The duration was approximately twenty minutes. With the purpose of minimizing possible 
feelings of intimidation, only one interviewer conducted this interview. The atmosphere of the 
interview was pleasant and tea was served. The choice of interview setting was decided by the 
informant due to time pressure. Even though, we as interviewers did not have an option to choose 
the setting, we argue that this setting was the best suited for this particular interview, since it 
appeared to make the informant comfortable talking with the interviewer. 
 
1.5.4 The Informants  
The informants interviewed were chosen according to availability at the time. However, a criterion 
for the in-depth interviews were that the individuals should each represent a member NGO of 
PADWA. We find it irrelevant for the purpose of the report to state the age and professions of our 
informants. For reasons of anonymity, we replace some of the actual names of the informants with 
fictive names instead.   
Below is a table illustrating which informants are interviewed in which type of interviews: 
 
Table 1: Interview Overview 
Type of Interview Informants:   
The Prototype Interview:Pair Interview Gitte, Sidibé,  
General Assembly Meeting Interview Gitte, Sidibé, Susanne, Rongo, Hanne, Mona 
In-depth Individual Interviews Jørgen, Lassina  
Please note that informants Gitte and Sidibé are interviewed two times. 
 
Due to the fact that the majority of PADWA’s members consist of NGOs, it makes sense to 
introduce which informant represents which NGO (Appendix 8 – list of member NGOs). This is 
because a link between how informants experience the purpose of PADWA, and the purpose of 
their represented NGO, is found throughout the analysis. 
   The Prototype Interview was conducted with the informants Gitte and Sidibé, who both represents 
PADWA’s executive committee as well as the member NGO Danafrica, which main purpose is to 
promote African art and culture. We conducted the interview with two of our student colleagues. 
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   The second interview, the General Assembly meeting was conducted by the two of us and one of 
our student colleagues with the following participants:  
 Gitte and Sidibé (the same informants as for the Prototype Interview) 
 Susanne, representing the member NGO ‘Shortcut to Development’ with most of its 
activities focused on development projects in West Africa  
 Rongo, representing the NGO ‘Dapamda’ which main purpose is to promote African art and 
culture  
 Hanne, individual member (former member of a member NGO, which closed itself)  
 Mona, chair woman of PADWA, and representing the member NGO ‘Bicycles to Senegal’, 
which main purpose is to collaborate with African partners and to promote African culture. 
   The third interview, the individual in-depth telephone interview, is conducted by one interviewer 
with the informant Jørgen, representing the same member NGO as Susanne ‘Shortcut to 
Development’. 
   The fourth interview, the individual in-depth interview is conducted by one interviewer with the 
informant Lassina, who is main responsible for PADWA’s yearly event Couleur Café, and 
represents the member NGO ‘Friendship Association Denmark-Burkina Faso’, which purpose is to 
collaborate between the two countries.  
 
1.5.5 Research Obstacles 
When conducting empirical research and presenting academic terminology foreign to the 
informants, research obstacles and possible flaws should be considered carefully.  
   In the conduction of the interviews, we noticed incoherence in how some informants defined the 
purpose of PADWA and the target group of PADWA. More specifically, the informants who 
strongly advocated for one specific purpose of PADWA in one context, defined a target group 
incoherent with this purpose in a different context.       
   This incoherence is relevant to question, since it may have to do with misunderstandings of terms, 
or simply different opinions on what the definitions of purpose and target group contains. This is 
important to keep in mind when we analyse and conclude things related to this in the report. As 
students of communication, our definition of target group appeared somewhat different than our 
informants'. We understand a target group, as active receivers of messages, communicated by an 
active sender with a message to be read or misread. This understanding was, however, difficult for 
us to explain to our informants and for them to understand. The incoherence could be attributed to 
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an inability from our side, to express what we meant by target group, to an audience not familiar 
with this sort of terminology. Hence, this must be considered in relation to the knowledge produced 
from the research data.  
   We tried to overcome this research obstacle by asking questions in informal ways, utilizing the 
Sense-Making interviewing approach, characterised by asking questions such as: “if you were to 
define the people who you imagine would use the website, what would they be like?” The answer to 
this question would usually be short and unclear, why the interviewers would reply “what makes 
you say that these people would like to use your website? In this way we used an abundance of 
interviewing techniques, drawing on Sense-Making and the work of Kvale, to grasp the informants’ 
meanings on certain topics related to our research.  
   Another research obstacle, mainly encountered during the Prototype Interview, and to some extent 
at the General Assembly meeting, was a language barrier. It was occasionally difficult for the 
informants to understand our questions, which resulted in frequent switch to Danish. This is also 
important for us to keep in mind throughout our analysis.  
   Finally, our empirical data is rich and due to time constrains we realize that we may have drawn 
some simplified conclusions, that may have disrespected the richness of the data. Due to this 
affluence of empirical data, we always found something new every time we returned to the data, 
and the more we treated the data, the more we experienced the understanding of issues not 
previously understood.  
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2. ANALYSIS OF PADWA 
 
This chapter is constructed around 4 topics. At first, the purpose of PADWA. Secondly, the purpose 
of PADWA’s Website. Thirdly, the target group of PADWA. Each topic is then again divided into 
analytical key concepts that we find to be most central and representative of the different discourses 
in PADWA.   
 
To provide the reader with a comprehensive reference frame, we choose to present a model which is 
designed to guide our analysis. The model illustrates two discourses identified in our empirical data, 
and how chosen key concepts are given meaning in these discourses. The two discourses are; 
network and promotion.  
2. 1 Description of the Discourse Model 
   On the horizontal level, the reader will find the two discourses. On the vertical level, the key 
concepts identified from our empirical data, are presented. The purpose of the model is to look at 
how each discourse relates to, and argue for or against, the key concept in question. Illustrating the 
function of the model with an example may be useful: To find out how the network discourse 
relates to the key concept members - the reader must horizontally find the network discourse, and 
vertically find the concept of members. One find that the network discourse implies the following 
understanding of members: the main members of PADWA are the NGOs, and that members find 
PADWA and so forth.  
   The two discourses are divided roughly and the informants should not be understood as belonging 
to either one discourse. Rather, the model should function as a reference frame to understand how 
we analyse our empirical data. By providing an overview of the two discourses before the analysis, 
we hope the reader will be able to follow the analysis better. It will be useful because one can return 
to the model for clarification purposes.  
 
The two Discourses 
                             
 
 
Key Concepts:  
 
 
Discourse 1: Network (between the 
member NGOs) 
 
 
 
 
Discourse 2 : Promotion (of African art 
and culture) 
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1. Why Network • Primary Purpose of PADWA  
• Political influence  
• Possibility to apply for larger funds etc.  
• Knowledge and experience sharing  
• Arrange seminars, education   
 
• Not a primary purpose of PADWA  
• Large promotion projects in DK - draw on 
human resources to conduct larger 
promotion activities. e.g. Colour Café         
• Knowledge and experience sharing  
 
2. Why Promotion of 
African art and 
culture 
 
 
• Not a purpose of PADWA  
• Is not in connection to the purpose of 
the informants own NGOs  
• Not necessary for the existence of 
PADWA 
 
• Primary purpose of PADWA  
• A further development of the purpose of 
the informants own NGOs 
• Necessary for the existence of PADWA 
 
3.  
3. Type of  activities  
 
• Network 
• Not calling for activities as such 
• Promotion of African art and culture 
• Calling for more activities and members to 
conduct them 
 
4. Why Couleur Café 
 
 
 
• Social event for PADWA's members  
• Good for strengthening network by 
socialising 
• A chance to conduct a large public event. 
• Perfect for promoting African art & culture    
 
5. Members 
 
 
 
 
• Members find PADWA  
• PADWA do not use time and resources 
on attracting new members 
• Main members are NGOs  
• Individual members are accepted 
 
• Members find PADWA  
• PADWA should attracts new members 
• Main members are NGOs  
• Individuals are more than welcome 
6. Website 
 
• Networking – Linking the NGOs  
• Should contain useful links – politics, 
news, research etc.  
• Joined coordinating/event calendar  
• Overview of partners in West Africa 
• Advertising PADWA and the member 
NGOs 
• Useful links for PADWA and for the 
public 
• Competitive portal - (one people prefer)  
• Joined calendar for advertising -attracting 
7. Target Group • Primary: Member NGOs  
• Secondary: General public interested in 
West Africa and development (e.g. 
university students and school children)  
• Primary: General public interested in West 
Africa and its art and culture (e.g. 
ecotourism- socially conscious individuals)  
• Secondary: Member NGOs 
Template 1: Mapping substance of the two main discourses  
 
 
2.2 The Purpose of PADWA 
The purpose of PADWA can be divided into two parts, the purpose of networking and the purpose 
of promoting African art and culture. Both purposes are experienced as ‘real and authentic’ by the 
informants. When asked about PADWA's purpose, all informants referred and agreed on 
networking, a purpose defined at the two seminars in 2001,  2003  and stated in the regulations of 
PADWA (Appendix 9).  
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We argue that a consensus on the purpose exist, when referred to as past tense. However, when 
discussing the current purpose a disagreement between the informants occur. The first half of the 
informants experienced that the current purpose is the same as when PADWA was established. The 
second half of the informants experiences the current purpose to be of a more public nature, 
promoting African art and culture. The second half of the informants refer the purpose back to 2003 
where PADWA conducted their second activity, the event, Couleur Café for the first time.  
  
2.2.1 Network amongst Member NGOs  
Network was a key (past) purpose being mentioned by all the informants. Some informants use the 
network purpose as an argument and justification for the existence of PADWA, others use network 
as a present and current necessity for member NGO’s work. Hanne states the past purpose as:  
 
One of the reasons was that some of us working in West Africa did not know each other. I was part of a small 
organisation and we did not know anyone. So it was all about networking and not to make activities and get 
members, but to network because we did not know each other (CD:General Assembly 2008:29:45).  
 
Informant Susanne, adds to the past purpose and uses the past as an argument for why it is still the 
same:  
 
Maybe the idea about an umbrella organization is not as such to work on a lot of projects…. not 
like this to get new members, finding new membership, all this work.  It is not the idea to get new 
members but it is more about who we are (CD:General Assembly 2008:34.20). 
 
What is interesting about the last quote is the part where the informant says, “it is more about who we 
are”, because it refers to the roots and history of PADWA. It is implied, that everyone knows who 
'we' are. We, is a product of good network that resulted in two large seminars with both African and 
Danish partners, a book on partnership and an African cultural festival. Those informants that took 
part in the seminars and the book express pride of it, partly because it was time and resource 
consuming, and because we argue, it symbolizes the potential of their collaborative work when it 
has been at its best. By use of narrative, feelings, memories and thoughts we argue, they make sense 
of who they are as an umbrella organization. The informant Hannah makes use of her memories, 
which she articulated in a story about how PADWA got started. In this story she accounts for two 
problems or gaps. That they were small organizations and that they did not know each other (the 
other NGOs). She also accounts for how PADWA solved these problems or gaps through 
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networking. The other informant Marianne is more emotional when she expresses her thoughts by 
referring to PADWA's history implied in ' whom we are'. Both informants use nostalgia, but slightly 
different from each other.  
     
When we take a closer look at who argues most strongly for networking being a main purpose, we 
find the member NGOs with the majority of their activities focused around development projects in 
Africa. These member NGOs want to influence the political agenda and specifically Danida’s6 
choice of sector program countries. The informant Jørgen experiences that Danida involves member 
NGOs in the political process concerning West Africa, because they are grass roots organizations 
partnering with organizations from the civil society in West Africa (CD:In-depth Interview Jørgen 
2008). For influential purposes, they therefore find it most effective to combine several 
organisations together, making it difficult for Danida to overhear their ‘voice’. After having 
analysed what the informants mean by networking, we find it to be centred around: knowledge 
sharing, helping and supporting each other and occasionally shifting the political agenda (CD:In-
depth Interview Jørgen 2008). Other informants represent Danish West-African partnership 
organizations with activities mainly focused around the promotion of African art and culture in 
Denmark. Within the promotion discourse, the informants seek other resources outside their own 
NGOs to conduct large activities. This will be elaborated in the following section.    
2.2.2 Promoting African Art and Culture 
Despite everyone seemed to agree on network as an important purpose of PADWA, some 
informants had a stronger focus on the promotion of African art and culture as the purpose of 
PADWA. As mentioned previously, this group of informants refer the purpose to 2003, where 
PADWA’s first public event Couleur Café was conducted. Although these informants agree on 
networking as a purpose, we argue that the promotion of African art and culture serves as their 
operational purpose. By that we mean, networking is perceived as a historical frameset around 
PADWA and part of the member NGOs’ self understanding. For these informants, the networking 
purpose does not work on a practical level, but the promotion of African art and culture does. This 
understanding is particularly characterized by the informants representing organizations with 
activities mainly focused around the promotion of African art and culture in Denmark.  
 
                                                
6 Danish Ministry of International Development Aid.   
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As an example, Gitte, Sidibé and Lassina represents the NGOs, whose main activities are focused in 
Denmark and they talked strongly for the promotion of African art and culture as PADWA’s  
purpose. This implies a heavier focus on the public as a target group and activities directed 
externally from PADWA. Throughout the analysis, we argue that there is a link between the kind of 
activities the informants conduct in the NGOs and call for in PADWA. For example, during the 
Prototype Interview informants Gitte and Sidibé (representing DanAfrica, which purpose is to 
promote African art and cultural activities in Denmark) expressed a frustration over their NGO 
being too small to conduct large events. Using Sense-Making we argue that the frustration over 
being too small a NGO can be seen as if the informants experience a gap that they seek bridged 
through PADWA. They bridge their frustration through PADWA by expressing a need for a 
promotion purpose, knowing that it goes against PADWA's purpose historically as stated in the 
regulation of PADWA. According to the informants, the self past (when PADWA was established 
in 2002) is different than how the self today is experienced (PADWA’s today) In that sense the gap 
has occurred across time (Dervin 2002:73).      
 
The network purpose is confirmed by most of the other informants, however Gitte disagrees politely 
on network being the sole purpose of PADWA and argues additionally for new active members and 
thereby more activities. It appeared obvious that the informant Gitte was seeking consensus at the 
General Assembly meeting compared to when she was interviewed with Sidibé. When interviewed 
with Sidibé at the Prototype Interview, she was clear on her call for more activities. She stressed the 
importance of PADWA, being a large organization and thereby potentially having many resources 
to draw on. At the General Assembly meeting she was met with different opinions and it seemed 
important for her to respect the others’ opinions.  
 
We argue that the reason for why some informants call for activities is because they equal activities 
in PADWA with a living and working umbrella organization: 
 
“...I don’t believe a network can function if you don’t meet each other... All resources from the different 
countries would be an advantage [in arranging Couleur Café]” (CD:In-depth Interview Lassina 2008 own 
translation)7   
 
                                                
7 ”...jeg tror ikke at et netværk kan fungere hvis man ikke mødes med hinanden, og så ville der også være nogle 
projekter som drejer sig bredt, ikke kun om et enkelt land. Alle ressourcer fra de forskellige lande ville være en fordel at 
tage.” 
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The informant talks about promoting African art and culture and the necessity for being an active 
NGO in order for the network idea to work. We argue that the network discourse focus activities 
internally with a positive unintentional side effect of reaching the general public interested in West 
Africa. The promotion discourse focus activities externally towards the general public interested in 
West Africa, with an intentional positive side effect of strengthening and maintaining network 
internally in PADWA.  This point will be elaborated in the target group analysis.  
 
We argue that a connection can be found between those who asks for active members and those 
already active. E.g.  informant Mona is one of the three present executive committee members in 
the General Assembly. It is well illustrated in this year’s summary of the General Assembly, written 
by Mona (Appendix 4): “Unfortunately, the human resources in the committee have not lived up to the 
intention of conducting events during the winter half year” 8(Appendix 4 – our own translation).  
The executive committee do the administrative work and are responsible for activities in PADWA, 
why Gitte’s comments perhaps should be read in this context.  Considering that Mona, Gitte, Sidibé 
and Lassina are the informants active in arranging the activities of PADWA, and are the ones 
experiencing a lack of participation within PADWA, it appears clear why they search for new active 
members outside of PADWA too.   
 
Couleur Café  
The purpose of PADWA’s event Couleur Café is perceived differently by the informants. Some of 
the informants experience it as a public event, with the major purpose of promoting African art and 
culture. Other informants rather perceive Couleur Café as a social event for the members of 
PADWA and all who are interested. Again, this is closely related to the discourse model previously 
outlined. When asked about when his NGO, ‘Shortcut to Development’, makes use of PADWA, 
informant Jørgen’s answer was unclear as illustrated below: 
 
“Without knowing the historical details, one have at a certain time, at least, found it good to have a neutral 
organization to take responsibility for the different arrangements such as Couleur Café , that is fair 
enough..but....uhhmm…even though many of us are members at each other [‘s organisations], then.. this 
kind of organization provides one more chance to get together” (CD:In-depth Interview Jørgen 2008 our 
own translation).9  
                                                
8 ”...men kræfterne i bestyrelsen levede desværre ikke op til intentionerne med at lave arrangementer i løbet af 
vinterhalvåret.” 
9 ”...uden at have styr på de historiske detaljer så har man på et tidspunkt ihvert fald ment at det er rart nok at have et 
neutralt organ til at tage ansvaret for de der arrangementer, som Colour Cafe, det er så rimeligt nok..men.øhhmm.. 
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We argue that this informant experience PADWA’s main purpose as networking. Couleur Café, is 
by this informant not understood as being important to the work of the member organizations as 
such. This is the reason why he has difficulties connecting the event to his NGO and why they 
should be a part of it. It appears that it is not possible to get knowledge, experience or political 
power through Couleur Café. Instead, the purpose is solely perceived by Jørgen as a social event.  
   From the point of view of Sense-Making, we find a gap that occurs because of a difference in self 
understanding across time. Because of historical reasons Jørgen respects the existence of the event, 
therefore we categorize it as self-past. The self-today is expressed during the interview, where 
Jørgen was clear about the purpose being networking and political influence. Maybe in this case we 
have to understand the past ‘self’ not reflecting the self of the informant, but rather the self as the 
whole of PADWA. In this way, our informant illustrates how easily the informants shift between a 
NGOs’ point of view to a collective PADWAs point of view (Dervin 2000:41).    
 
2.3 Purpose of a Website  
The purpose of PADWA is connected to the purpose of a website. We therefore relate the two main 
purposes found in the analysis of PADWA's purpose, network and promotion of African art and 
culture. 
   The promotion of African art and culture purpose is to inform about PADWA, its member NGOs 
and West Africa in general, and a website is directed externally. The intended effect is to attract 
more members to both PADWA and to the member NGOs, as well as to reinforce the network 
amongst the NGOs.  The network purpose is to link member NGOs, an internal website linking to 
updated working links e.g. West African political, social, demographical, cultural and Danida links. 
The intended purpose is an online network between the member NGOs and to be updated easily on 
‘everything’ concerning West Africa.  
 
To our understanding both website purposes, operates with a dream scenario, which for both cases 
is centered on the wish to be up-dated through a website. To examine this further we have compiled 
both notions of a website under this one topic. We examine how the informants shift between their 
                                                                                                                                                            
selvom vi egentlig er ganske mange som er medlemmer hos hinanden, så...giver sådan en paraplyorganisation jo lige en 
chance mere for at mødes.” 
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dream scenarios and actual human resources, and how they try to help each other with 
understanding the technical constraints of the Internet.  
 
2.3.1 Up-to-date Website  
We argue that there is a gap between the informants’ knowledge of the Internet and technical 
constrains. This is well illustrated with the two informants Gitte and Sidibé, when bridging their 
frustration gap with a website attracting active members. With reference to above, it was implied in 
the notion that a website would find new members for them. Being online is simply enough, no 
strategy on how to be ‘found’ online was in the reflection. However, as we analyzed it, it was not 
only these two informants who experienced this gap. All the informants shifted between dream 
scenarios of websites, human recourses and technical constrains of designing a website. Because of 
both lack of communication and IT knowledge and or experience, we argue that they never 
succeeded in building the bridge across this gap (Dervin 2001:45).  
 
In all interviews, the informants hesitated when answering why it is necessary for PADWA to have 
a website. It seemed natural and obvious for the informant why, even though they could not 
articulate it. Informant Jørgen expressed the confusion like this: “… it is expected of organizations to 
have a website. You would actually think that there was something wrong if they did not have one. This is 
how the times are today” (CD:In-depth Interview Jørgen 2008 our own translation)10 
 
First when the informants were asked a more in-depth question as what they would use the website 
for, they became more clear on their needs and thoughts of a website. This illustrate how we made 
use of Kvale and his interviewing technique, in which we, as interviewers send back our 
interpretations to allow the informant to reflect on his or her own interpretations (Kvale 1996:189). 
 
All the informants agreed on a need for a calendar match.  A calendar where everyone could be 
updated on each other’s activities, and as a result be more active in each other’s NGOs.  
 
“Get news from what is happening from the different NGOs. Visualise more the NGOs’ events. Highlight 
and visualise the purpose, the NGO and their new events. You see this events calendar sometimes on 
homepages.” (CD:General Assembly 2008: Susanne. 15:35). 
                                                
10 ”...man forventer at organisationer har en hjemmeside. Man ville direkte tro at der var et eller andet galt hvis man 
ikke har. Sådan er tiderne altså”. 
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All informants are, however, much aware of the difficulty such a calendar entails in the form of 
uploading and updating the website. As described by informant Hanne:   
 
“I think it is important to realise that we are not capable of uploading, but if we are linking to news in [the 
website], we don’t really want to update. We have more time to use on other things. It has to be a homepage 
that does not need a lot of work and time.” (CD:General Assembly 2008: Hanne: 38:28) 
 
The so-called dream purpose of PADWA’s website does not appear to correspond with their 
definition of available human resources within PADWA, evident in above quote. There appears to 
be a gap between what they would like a web page to do for them and the actual available human 
resources to maintain such a website. Following a discussion on the human resources available in 
PADWA, these informants came to a consensus that the purpose of a website could still be to 
network and update the member NGOs. However, instead of a calendar they proposed linking to 
external websites, avoiding regular updates of the actual PADWA website (CD:General Assembly 
2008: Discussion:13:51). Despite the consensus, they still repeatedly returned to the idea of the 
dream scenario website.  
 
2.3.2 Attracting more Members versus Networking 
When the subject in the interview turned to the purpose of a website, informant Gitte and Sidibé 
expressed a frustration for the lack of active members. They therefore expressed a need for a 
website which can attract more active members to conduct more activities. They prefer that the 
website motivates the member NGOs to be more active. 
 
Attracting more Members    
According to Gitte and Sidibé, a lack of ownership amongst the member NGOs can explain the 
reason for why there is a lack of active members. They therefore expressed a hope that the website 
would create a joined feeling of belonging to PADWA (Appendix 1). The lack of ownership of 
PADWA was expressed indirectly during the General Assembly meeting. One of the informants, 
Susanne laughed loudly when she stated: “What you could do to promote yourself..or I mean ourselves 
was…”  (CD:General Assembly 2008: Susanne. 15:35). Even though she corrected herself, there could 
be some truth behind it, or at least it gives that impression.  
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We find here, a gap between knowledge and expectation. Informants Gitte and Sidibé expressed this 
gap with the notion of a website that would solve this problem, despite, lacking actual knowledge 
on whether it was actually technically possible.    
 
According to the informants experiencing the purpose of PADWA to be promoting of African art 
and culture, it is important for the informants that the website also attracts people from the general 
public with interest in West Africa. The intended effect is to get new interested members active in 
both PADWA and in the NGOs.  This view created some discussion at the General Assembly 
meeting. The conflict went on whether members are intended to stay in PADWA or whether they 
should drift off to the NGOs. We address this further in the analysis of the target group. However, 
in this context the central point in the discussion was, whether a website should target externally or 
internally.  
 
Networking 
For those informants who experience PADWA's purpose to be networking, the attraction of new 
members would be a positive side effect as illustrated in the discourse model. Informant Susanne, 
Hanne, Jørgen and to some extent Mona stressed that the purpose of the website is to create a place 
for the member NGOs, where they can be updated on each others’ activities. A website where 
PADWA is both the sender and user of the website.  
They imagine it as a kind of online bibliography (information portal) of useful links: 
 
“I mean if you are a member organization [of PADWA], you would like to know all that is going on in West 
Africa, political issues, what is happening in Niger-if you have a draft, who is there [Danish NGO’s], who is 
going in [to work in the country]...   It would be fantastic to have all that update. It would be very useful, I 
am sure.” (CD:General Assembly Susanne 2008:13:51) 
 
One dream scenario of a website is to link the member NGOs to each other, creating a closer 
network between them, in which they can learn from each other based on their individual 
experiences. In addition to this idea Jørgen, chairman of the NGO ‘Shortcut to Development’ 
expresses a desire to create an overview of member NGOs working in West Africa and the different 
kind of activities they conduct. The user (member NGOs and possibly students) should be able to 
find information on specific projects in West Africa initiated by one of the NGOs. The purpose 
being to attract the user to this organization, learning more about a specific project, e.g. if someone 
planned to make the same project in a different part of West Africa and needed good advice. The 
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intended effect for the NGOs would be better projects in West Africa, finding good partners and 
being continually up-dated on West Africa. The informants expressing most strongly the network 
discourse want the website to be public, so the public who are interested in West Africa’s culture, 
politics and development can use the site also. However, they stress that the site should be designed 
to address the need of the member NGOs.    
 
2.4 Target Groups 
The purpose of this section is to illustrate how we, as researchers identify the roughly sketched 
discourses outlined in the beginning of this chapter and in connection to PADWA's target group 
definition. Utilizing the Information/Relevance model by Sepstrup, we illustrate how the target 
group of PADWA can be divided into two groups in the network discourse. A primary target group; 
the member NGOs and a secondary target group; the general public interested in West Africa. In the 
promotion discourse the primary and secondary target group preference switch, so that the primary 
target group is; the general public interested in West Africa and the secondary target group is the 
member NGOs. In the following section we present the two target groups identified within 
PADWA. The general public interested in West Africa as a target group is broken up into 
individuals or NGOs. Informants define and make sense of the target groups differently, and as a 
result shift between the two definitions. We illustrate how this shifting between target group 
definitions can be explained with Sense-Making, in which the individual makes sense at the 
intersection of three horizons; past, present and future (Dervin 2001:44). In some instances the 
informants make sense of the target group drawing on memories, current communication problems 
within PADWA and future hopes for the organization and its activities. 
 
The definition of PADWA's target group relies to some extent on how one sees the purpose of 
PADWA, and at other times there is no connection between the purpose and target group at all. The 
below table illustrates the different target groups of PADWA and which informants favours which 
definitions. 
 
TARGET GROUPS INFORMANTS  
 
Member Ngos as a Target Group Gitte, Sidibé, Rongo, Susanne,  Hanne, Mona, 
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Jørgen, Lassina, 
General Public interested in West Africa as a 
Target Group 
Gitte, Sidibé, Rongo, Susanne, Hanne, Mona, 
Jørgen, Lassina 
(Informants in red experience this target group strongly, informants in purple only to some extent 
and informants in green does not really tend to agree on this target group) 
 
The table illustrates each informant’s preference on which the target group of PADWA should be. 
The majority of informants, as illustrated with the different colours, shift between the two different 
target groups. We argue throughout this section that it is possible to make a theoretical distinction, 
however that the informants’ position in the table is not fixed. 
 
2.4.1 Member NGOs as Target Group 
The member NGOs as PADWA’s target group is closely linked to the network discourse, in the 
way that it perceives the member NGOs of PADWA as the organization’s target group, as opposed 
to the general public interested in West Africa. The member NGOs as a target group imply a 
purpose of knowledge sharing between the member NGOs. Moreover it implies that no resources 
are allocated to attract the target group, since the target is already members of PADWA. Unspoken 
it is implied that PADWA does not need more members as such. The future website is thereby an 
opportunity to link the member NGOs and increase networking opportunities.    
   The members of PADWA disagree on whether new members should be attracted actively. The 
two informants Susanne and Hanne seemed to be less focused on attracting new members, but more 
focused on how a website can facilitate the daily work in their member NGOs. It seemed as if 
attracting new members would simply be a positive side effect of their activities in PADWA and of 
the website.  Susanne expressed it like this: 
 
“...that’s not the idea of our organization [to attract more members], but off course every one can link up to 
this one [the website]... it could be if people see it [the website and Couleur Cafe] and get attracted to some 
of the organizations, but not as such [to attract members]. (CD:General Assembly Susanne 2008:37:21 & 
34:20)  
 
The same two informants are also the ones most active in their represented NGOs, and passive in 
PADWA. Generally, they had little to say on PADWA's target group. It seemed either of no 
importance to them or simply obvious that the target group is the member NGOs. Informants 
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Susanne, Hanne and to a certain degree Mona, stressed repeatedly that the purpose of PADWA is 
not to attract new members or to create new activities, because it is an umbrella organization: 
“Members that we did not hear off are also our target group, but we are not here to get more members or to 
create activities.” (CD:General Assembly 2008 Susanne:29.25) . This quote indicates that the target 
group according to the informant Susanne is the member NGO. It is though acknowledged that the 
general public interested in West Africa is a secondary target group, but not a group that must be 
attracted; this target group should rather approach PADWA. The informants Jørgen and Lassina 
agree with her. Susanne hesitated slightly to define the target group and purpose later in the General 
Assembly meeting interview, despite her previous strong argumentation. Susanne carefully stated 
her point of view, but no one appeared to respond or support her definition of the target group. She 
then openly asked the others for confirmation: 
 
“...but it is more about who we are now. Not to work hard to get new members, that is how I see it. Maybe I 
am wrong? [Looking towards the other meeting participants for a reaction].” (CD:General Assembly 
Susanne 34:20) 
 
Throughout the interview, the informant Rongo openly agreed with the target group as being the 
general public interested in West Africa, and the purpose of PADWA and the website being the 
attraction of members. However, when above informant seeked confirmation, he quickly agreed 
with her to avoid an uncomfortable situation. We argue that Rongo agrees with Susanne due to what 
Myers refers to as a natural pressure for consensus in a group discussion setting (Myers in Schrøder 
2003:166). Drawing on Sense-Making we argue that Rongo perceives himself as different ‘selves’ 
moving between the past, present and the future (Dervin 2001:77). What first seemed to us slightly 
contradicting and chaotic reasoning, due to the informant moving between the different discourses, 
appeared to the informant as a logic argumentation order. This example illustrates well Dervin’s 
description of humans as both: “ordered and chaotic and moving through time-space, bridging gaps, and 
moving on” (Dervin 2002:45). It is crucial, as researchers, to keep in mind that Rongo’s articulation, 
as with all other interview data must be understood as a flexible pattern of meanings, moving across 
time and space. 
 
Drawing on the Information/Relevance model of Sepstrup and in relation to the network discourse, 
the primary target group; member NGOs can be understood as the group +I/+R with a large 
perceived need for information and a high perceived relevance to the information. Being a member, 
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you automatically signal an interest in PADWA as an organization including its activities and 
concepts. The secondary target group, the general public interested in West Africa can be 
understood as the group +I/-R, with a high perceived need for information, but with a relatively low 
perceived relevance to the information.  
 
2.4.2 The Public interested in West Africa as Target Group 
This target group definition is positioned under the promotion discourse. Not always does the 
informant relate the target group to their assumption of PADWA's purpose, and sometimes the 
informants agree with a target group, but adds an additional one. This is the case with some of the 
informants who experience the general public interested in West Africa to be the primary target 
group for a number of reasons. Gitte emphasized during the Prototype Interview the target group 
being the general public interested in West Africa as opposed to the member NGO’s. Yet the 
informant stressed the networking purpose of PADWA at that same interview.  
 
Interestingly, during the General Assembly meeting the informant shifted her opinion slightly on 
the target group, or at least she did not argue strongly for the target group to be the general public 
interested in West Africa. We argue that this slight shift by the informant was a reaction on other 
participants opinions, represented at the General Assembly meeting. These other opinions focused 
on the target group being the member NGOs. The following comment was made by informant Gitte 
as a response to a strong argument on why PADWA should target the member NGOs, as opposed to 
the general public interested in West Africa. The comment was directed at the informant who had 
put forward the argumentation, Gitte said: “But if somebody sees this [the website] and wants to become 
a member they can be, if they want to, we want that option.” (CD:General Assembly 2008 Gitte: 35.34) 
 
In this example, we argue that Gitte reacts on an argument she disagrees with. Starting her sentence 
with but, indicates to us an acceptance of the counter argument prior to her response, yet inviting 
for a negotiation on the definition of target group.  
   Drawing on the work of Myers, we argue that the informant Gitte is in a situation where her need 
for consensus becomes higher than her need for being right. It seems important to her that everyone 
agrees. Therefore she agrees with what has been said, and at the same time tries to add her point. 
Her ‘invitation’ to consensus making is not followed up immediately by the other informants. First 
later on does the informant Susanne somewhat half hearted try to meet her, by saying that 
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individuals could be members but ideally it is the NGO's. According to Myers the pressure for 
consensus in focus group settings is high and disagreements are rare, explaining her response 
(Myers  in Schrøder et al. 2003:166).   
 
2.4.3 Attracting New Members 
Attracting new members is a phrase often repeated in connection to the website and in relation to 
the purpose of PADWA's activities in general, including the cultural event Couleur Café. The focus 
on attracting members is closely linked with the promotion discourse. In this discourse there is a 
large emphasis on creating activities. Informants argued that a way to attract people through 
Couleur Café is, by displaying African art and culture and informing about PADWA and the 
member NGO’s at the event itself. This is done by distributing flyers and folders to the visitors 
(CD:General Assembly Discussion 2008:25:45). We argue that the event Couleur Café currently 
functions as PADWA’s largest promotion context. In this perspective, the target group is clearly the 
general public, those with a pre-interest in West Africa and those simply interested in a happy event 
in Fælledparken.  
 
According to Sepstrup’s model of Information/Relevance, we argue that the general public with an 
interest in West Africa would be the primary target group of PADWA’s event, Couleur Café, with 
the highest information need and highest relevance, +I/+R (Sepstrup 1999:155). This group is most 
likely to participate in the event and continue their interest by becoming a member of PADWA after 
the event. The secondary target group, are people simply interested in a happy event with music, 
dancing and food, and can be described as +I/-R (Sepstrup 1999:155). The participation of this 
group will depend on which other events takes place at the same time. In this sense, Couleur Café 
competes with other large events for attracting this secondary target group.  
 
Informants Gitte, Sidibé, Mona and to some extent Lassina, expressed it as the ‘chicken or egg’ 
situation where new members are necessary for changing the lack of activities and activities are 
necessary for attracting new members. “...people would not be active in PADWA, if PADWA did not 
arrange activities to catch people’s interest.” (CD:In-depth Interview 2008 Lassina, our own translation)11 
 
                                                
11 ”folk ville ikke være aktive i VDV, hvis VDV ikke laver nogle aktiviteter som er interessante for folk. 
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It was however, unclear whether this informant referred to attracting new members, or whether he 
meant current member NGOs becoming more active. A general comment throughout the interview 
made by informant Gitte was: "if only we could link the member organizations better, people would 
be likely to be more active". (Appendix 1).  It appears that this informants’ call for activities relates 
to the present member NGOs’ low level of activity in PADWA. Using Sense-Making, we argue that 
the informants’ articulation is constructed by her present perception of PADWA’s inactiveness. 
This directly affects how she makes sense of future hopes, by arguing that if only we could link the 
member NGOs better in the future, it would make them more active (Dervin 2001:77). This is 
important because the website becomes the solution to members’ inactiveness.  
 
Whether informants refer to either new members or current members of PADWA, a strong call for a 
strategy to attract members and activities is expressed. Lassina talks about how difficult it is to 
make members active because people are busy with their own NGO work: 
 
“It is clear when you look at the many organizations, which are members of PADWA, you would 
expect a higher activity level than now. ...Yes I believe we lack people and resources but being 
active in PADWA demands a lot when you are also active in your own [organisation]” (CD:In-
depth Interview Lassina 2008 our own translation).12 
 
As above informants describe, attracting active members is desirable to PADWA, and this group of 
new members are likely to be found by targeting the general public interested in West Africa.  
 
We emphasise that above informants cannot be understood as ‘belonging’ to or experiencing only 
the promotion discourse. Rather the informants shift in a complex manner depending on the 
contexts in which they find themselves. The informant Mona illustrates this complexity well. We 
argue that she, in above target group discussion, represents the promotion discourse whereas in 
other contexts, illustrated throughout the report, she are more within the networki discourse.  
 
2.4.4 Individuals or NGOs  
The target group; the general public interested in West Africa can be split further into two 
additional groups; attracting individual members as opposed to member NGO’s. 
                                                
12 ”det er klart når man ser hvor mange foreninger der er medlem af VDV, man ville forvente at aktivitets niveaet godt 
kunne være mere end det er nu. ...Ja, jeg tror vi mangler folk og ressourcer. Men det  med at være aktiv i VDV kræver 
meget når man er aktiv i sin egen forening.” 
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To illustrate roughly where our informants are positioned within this division we make use of below 
table: 
 
TARGET GROUP DIVISION INFORMANTS 
NGOs as Target Groups Gitte, Sidibé, Rongo, Susanne, Hanne, Mona, 
Jørgen, Lassina 
Individuals as Target Groups Gitte, Sidibé, Rongo, Susanne, Hanne, Mona, 
Jørgen, Lassina 
(The informants in red understand the target group definition to be of high importance, the 
informants in purple understand the target group definition to be of moderate importance and the 
informants in green hardly agrees with the target group definition.) 
 
All informants agreed that the option to become an individual member of PADWA should exist. 
However, a disagreement appeared on whether PADWA should use energy attracting individual 
members. As outside observers, we found it difficult to understand what individuals would gain 
from a membership in PADWA, and we therefore questioned this at the General Assembly meeting. 
One of the responses, explaining why an individual membership in PADWA could be useful was:     
 
“If something is happening like Couleur Café that kind of things, people will maybe think I will help 
organize it... I don’t have the time to be proper involved in an organization but really would like to hop a 
long where I can”. (CD:General Assembly 2008 Hanne:21:52) 
 
Gitte, Mona and Hanne appear to believe that individuals as opposed to only NGOs can be the 
target group of PADWA. The three informants argue that individual members can be active in 
Couleur Café, start new activities, support the organization or drift off to member NGOs.  
   We argue that these three informants in this context, representing the promotion discourse, hope 
that activities like Couleur Café will attract new individual members to PADWA. Gitte expresses it 
this way: “…people who take part in Couleur Café, then they see PADWA and then they think ahhh what is 
this and then they go online and see. Because many people don’t know of us” (CD:General Assembly 2008 
Gitte:25:35). The informants argue that individuals of the general public interested in West Africa is 
a desired group to target, due to their possible human resources, which would be helpful to the 
organization in arranging and carrying out activities.  
 
Informants Jørgen and Lassina, who predominately are found within opposing discourses, agree on 
the topic that individuals as a target group, in relation to the website is important. This target group 
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could, according to the two informants, be students writing projects on West African issues. They 
agree that the students could use the website as a tool to gather a quick overview of NGOs involved 
in West Africa, and which activities and projects each NGO is responsible for. The student would 
find the member NGOs working with their specific area of interest faster.  
Drawing on the work of Dervin, we illustrate and argue how Jørgen draws on his past experiences 
with a student asking for information on certain issues related to West Africa:  
 
“Yes... I met a student in December, who had surfed around the Internet to get an overview of what activities 
and projects each organization [working with West African issues] made. And if PADWA had a website, then 
such an overview could be provided easier for this student.” (CD:In-depth Interview 2008 Jørgen our own 
translation)13 
 
These past memories is reasoned in his present argumentation. The way in which the informant 
makes sense is by drawing on his past memories, involving his meeting with a student. By drawing 
on the past, the informant then builds his present argument about the future hope for PADWA’s 
website (Dervin 2001:76)  
 
2.5 Highlights of entire Analysis 
Drawing on the discourse model previously outlined, the analysis has focused on how the 
informants express the purpose and target group of PADWA. The purpose of PADWA is twofold; 
the purpose of network and the purpose of promotion of African art and culture. The purpose of 
networking implies that the informants use PADWA to keep in touch with other member NGOs in 
order to strengthen the cooperation between the members and to share knowledge and experience. 
The purpose of promotion of African art and culture implies that the informants see PADWA to 
conduct many activities, with the purpose of promoting art and culture of West Africa.    
   There is a close link between what the informants experience as PADWA’s purpose and with the 
purpose of their represented NGO. The informants who most strongly experience the purpose of 
PADWA to be networking, represent the NGOs which purposes are development projects in West 
Africa. Again, the informants who express the purpose of PADWA to be promotion of African art 
and culture represent the NGOs, which purposes are focused around promoting African art and 
culture in Denmark through different cultural activities.   
                                                
13 ”ja...altså jeg mødte en studerende i december som havde surfet rundet på internettet og få r lige at få et overblik over 
hvad de enkelte lavede. Og hvis VDV har en hjemmeside, så kan sådan et overblik for hende findes hurtigere” 
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The informants who are most within the network discourse experience the primary target group to 
be the member NGOs of PADWA. The people who are most within this discourse express the 
secondary target group to be the general public interested in West Africa, especially in connection 
to a website.  An example of the general public interested in West Africa as a target group, could be 
a student writing on a specific topic related to West Africa. The student could, with the help of a 
website get a comprehensive and quick overview of activities conducted in West Africa and by 
which NGOs. 
    
The informants who are most within the promotion discourse experience the primary target group to 
be the general public interested in West Africa. The member NGOs are also experienced as an 
important target group, and could in fact we argue, act as a primary target group in this discourse if 
they (the members) simply became more active. This means that in the promotion discourse, the 
focus is on activity.  One of the reasons why the general public interested in West Africa is 
expressed as a primary target group we argue, is because this group can bring new and fresh energy 
leading to more activities, which can promote African art and culture. Another reason is simply 
because the target group is implied in the promotion notion. To promote something, you must 
promote to someone, e.g. the general public interested in West Africa. 
 
Above analysis illustrates how the informants flexibly shift between both the two discourses and 
between PADWA targeting either the individual or NGOs. This shifting may at first appear chaotic 
for us, as researchers, but in this section we hope to have illustrated that what appears chaotic must 
be analyzed as a flexible pattern of meanings. We argue that the informants’ shifting between 
discourses make sense to them, and should therefore be seen in this context.  
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3. Conclusion 
 
PADWA is an umbrella organization, and its nature compose different member NGOs, each with 
different priorities and needs. The aim of this research report has been to study how members of 
PADWA experience its purpose and target group and what consequences these experiences have for 
the design of a website. We conclude that there is two different discourses within PADWA; network 
discourse and promotion discourse, which can be linked to the different purposes of the member 
NGOs. When we conclude this we emphasize that the discourses does not represent certain NGOs 
or individuals; rather the discourses are constructed, used and reproduced throughout PADWA, 
depending on the context.  
   All member NGOs gain something from a membership in PADWA, simply in different manners. 
As an umbrella organization, PADWA has acknowledged, and made way for NGOs with different 
purposes. This flexibility is central and should be reflected in the design of a website. The target 
group is reflected in the two discourses by either being the general public interested in West Africa 
(promotion discourse) or the member NGOs (network discourse).  
   We conclude that the design of a website shall accommodate these different purposes and target 
groups in order to satisfy all member NGOs in PADWA. If only the website fulfils parts of 
PADWA’s needs for a website, it will not be experienced as valid for PADWA as an organization. 
 
In the design of PADWA’s website, the purpose would be twofold. First, it would serve as a 
crossroads linking all member NGOs of PADWA and providing useful links on politics, news, 
research etc related to West Africa. Secondly, the site would introduce PADWA to a general public 
interested in West African culture and affairs. By using the website, both NGOs and individuals 
would be able to read about and link to the composite members of PADWA. As students of 
communication, and having explored theories on what makes a website appear professional, we 
believe that it would increase the credibility of PADWA externally as an NGO, if the website would 
provide external links on politics and news related to West Africa.   
  
Acting as PADWA’s communication consultants in the design of their website, the next step in this 
process is to present to them our analysis of their purpose and target group. This presentation will 
generate responses, which we, as consultants take into consideration before a thorough analysis of 
the website’s target group(s) will be carried out.  
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Appendixes_______________________________________ 
 
Guidelines to Appendixes on CD 
General Assembly Interview.  Recorded 
In-depth Interview with Jørgen. Recorded 
In-depth Interview with Lassina. Recorded 
Prototype of PADWA's website – please press tab Home.html to enter the site.  
  
Interviews Guidelines 
Appendix 1. Prototype Interview  
Three Pair of Notes of interview with Partnership Association Denmark- West Africa.  
Informants: Gitte and Sidibé .  
Date: 30 March 2008 
Interviewer: 
Anna, Michael, Ditte and Guilla. 
Language:  
English.  
Place of Interview: 
In the interviewees African shop, PADWA and DanAfrica’s Headquarter.  
Time duration: 
Around 2 hours.  
Interview Technique: 
Open none structure style. Style: open conversation, structure ad hoc from the 24-
question communication plan by Jan Krag Jacobsen.   
The setup was relaxed with jokes etc.; we had a lot of coffee, tee, cookies provided by 
them.   
Purpose of the Interview: 
The purpose was to get info on what PADWA needs, expects of a website.  
 
Note 1) by Anna Glasser 
 
PADWA 
Is an umbrella organization, which started in March 2002.  The reason was somewhat 
unclear to me but, they held two seminars in order to work with NGOs in West Africa 
and Denmark.  They wanted to invite their partner associations from Africa and 
needed a reason to ask for money (hence the creation of VDV, as I understood it). 
The main purpose of the first seminar held in DK was to discuss how the two places 
could work together in the best way possible, “we have money in the north, they need 
it in the South, what can we do?”  This was an open forum to discuss ideas and 
opinions. 
The second seminar was held in Burkina Faso.  With the leftover money they created 
a book, so they would have something to tell. 
 
About VDV 
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The purpose of VDV is to exchange experience and knowledge.  People can learn 
from each other, a strong desire to connect different African countries so they can 
know what is going on in their neighboring countries.  One keyword that came up was 
networking.  VDV does not conduct their own projects.   
 
Colouer Café 
This event is held every year in fælledparken to show whom VDV is.  It is a music 
festival with African musicians and a market.  It is on 22 June this year.  All member 
organizations of VDV participate.  This should be an integrate part of the website.   
 
More Specific to Website 
The point is to link different member organizations.  Expressed a lack of cohesion.  
The website should serve as a domain to share experiences between the member orgs, 
thus creating a link.   
The target should be the general public and some members of the different 
organizations. 
There should be links to the different organizations, a notice about dues, a space all 
about Courleur café. 
 
Important Date 
There will be a General Assembly meeting on Wed. 23 april. 
 
Note 2) By Ditte Krofa:  
The Questions: 
Target Group: Who do we expect will use the web page, and whom do we intend to 
reach apart from the already interested? 
NGO’s set up: Get some info on the NGO itself, its main activities etc. Can one be a 
member of the NGO, or is it only for other NGO’s. 
The aim of the web page: related to information priorities. Which info should be on 
the front page, etc.  
Others: Do you have a video, from for example Courleur Café, the main event 
arranged by this NGO, that we could put on the web page? Pictures from the event? 
 
The Meeting: 
We started the meeting with getting a tour around the shop and different rooms. We 
each introduced each other. Gitte then introduced first was DanAfrica is and then 
second what VDV is. We asked a lot of clarifying questions, since it was a little hard 
for us to figure out the exact purpose of this VDV. We concluded that the main 
purpose of VDV is to share knowledge between the different member NGO’s. 
Everybody can become a member of the VDV, also individuals. The main event of 
the VDV is the Colour Café in Fælledparken each summer. This year it is the 22 June.  
VDV has arranged two seminars, one in Denmark and one in Burkina, where partners 
from both South and North were participants. From these seminars, a book was 
written funded by the ‘projektrådgivningen’. VDV has also used projektrådgivningen 
with the purpose of fining out how to link their member NGOs, so they will be able to 
do larger activities in collaboration.  
The languages they would like the web page to be in is English, Danish and French (if 
possible… ) 
They prefer, when linking to colour café on the web page, that it is in a frame as 
opposed to an external link. 
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They were not too sure of their logo, so this we still need to get! I guess it was 
Lassina who had it… 
They prefer the style of Danafrika’s webpage for the VDV webpage.  
The target group is all ages and mixed gender. And they also do activities for children 
– however not the target group for the page.  
The CMS system they use for Danafrika’s webpage is: Adobe Contribute CS3 
 
Reflections on meeting:  
It was interesting to experience that we felt a little like the experts, who knew (at least 
a little bit) what things were possible to make and what not and in which form. They 
did not seem aware of the focus on the target group and who should use the web page. 
Also, it seemed like they found it a little hard to define the purpose of VDV. 
However, from the ‘vedtægter’ it is more clear.  
 
Note 3) by Guilla Ridgewell  
 
Basic Question to be covered: 
Who PADWA is  background info, their purpose 
Who are their members and how to become a member,   
Who do they want to use the homepage (target group) 
Where to get image, video, text etc.  
Do they have money to pay for having an url 
Do they have somebody to maintain the homepage 
 
PADWA's history:  
Who is PADWA? 
An umbrella friendship organisation for around 15 Danish NGOs working with a 
wide variation of development projects in West Africa. Most of the NGO are 
cooperating with local partners.  
 
Purpose of VDV:  
The purpose of VDV is knowledge and experience, exchange and networking. This is 
to take place amongst the Danish NGOs, among the Danish NGO and the partners 
NGOs and lastly and very importantly among the West African NGOs themselves.   
 
Activity conducted so far:  
There have so far since 2003 been 2 seminars one in Denmark with 15 West African 
delegates and one in Burkino Faso with more West African delegates and a handful of 
Danish delegates.  
 
First seminar 2003: 
The purpose of the first seminar in Denmark was to get knowledge on the different 
NGOs development work to gain expertise and to draw on each other’s experience. 
Secondly the purpose was to get a better understanding between West African and the 
Danish NGOs. To understand both partners role, needs and responsibilities.  
Gitte expressed it like this: To understand how to get better cooperation when, 
one part have the money and knows what it takes to get more money and the other 
part have nothing and needs everything.  
 
Second seminar 2004:  
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The purpose of the second seminar in Burkina Faso was to create a network among 
the West African NGOs where they can exchange experience and knowledge across 
countries and even within their own country.  
Right now VDV is waiting for the West African organization to come up with an idea 
for the next seminar. So far they haven’t.   
 Resulted in a book on the good partner cooperation.  
 
Couleur Café  
African Festival one Sunday in June.  
 
Purpose with website: Dream Scenario of website: 
To create a joined feeling of belonging to VDV.  
To get people from the NGOs active.  
To have a calendar match – so everyone can see what the others are up to and maybe 
gain knowledge and experience.   
To have more activity like seminars, meetings, debates, etc.. 
 
We need: 
Logo, Picture, video, In English and Danish, and French. Calender, Member NGOs 
with introduction and with links to their own homepage. colure café with link to their 
homepage.  
Target group  
Gitte was very specific that she wanted the public, thereby everyone, to be the target 
group. Also the members NGO, but primary it should be the public.  
 
Design and practicalities:   
We explain that there is limitation with design and Gitte’s response was that that is 
okay, but that they want to take the decision on colour, image etc… We agree to come 
up with a proposal and then according to the design limitation change what can be 
changed later on. Gitte and Sidibé seemed to have a very traditional idea of a 
professional homepage. Their experience from making a homepage for DanAfrica 
with a professional web designer was that they had to fight to get what they wanted.       
The CMS system they use is Adobe Constructor. CS3  
 
Reflection:  
They were very unclear about their purpose. Their needs were concerning  the internal 
frustration mostly about lack of activities, and active people. They never talked about 
lack of public interest so it is funny that she was very clear, about whom the target 
group should be. I think that the target group is the member NGOs but that the 
homepage have to have a welcoming and open design, style and language to new 
people.  
It seems like that the main thing we can give this organisation  meaning that we 
organize their needs in very clear categorisations ect……. 
Gitte was a difficult informant to interview because she clearly had a need to tell a 
story. Her focus was not on the homepage but more on their difficulties.  It seems 
like she and they believe and hoped that the homepage will solve everything.  
 
Language:  
This seemed to be a problem for one of the interviewees Gitte sometime therefore she 
shifted to Danish and then back to English. She seemed to have problems sometimes 
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understanding our questions also. Maybe that is also a reason for why she was unclear 
and not very clear on VDV’s purpose and reason for exiting. 
 
Appendix 2. General Assembly Interview  
 
Question guide 
Informants: Gitte, Sidibé, Marianne, Lone, Hannah, Ossango.  
Interviewer: Anna Glasser, Ditte Krofa, Guilla Ridgewell 
Time duration: 50 min.  
Place: PADWA's Headquater.  
 
Topic Guide Questions  
 
1. How would you describe the purpose of PADWA? 
2. How would you describe PADWA's target audience?  
3. What do you hope the webpage can do for PADWA  (the websites purpose?  
 
 
Data Goals:  
 
1. How would you describe the purpose of PADWA? 
• Which message do PADWA want to send to their target group.  
• Whom do they normally communicate with 
• What do they communicate about 
• Which values do PADWA consist of  (vision) 
 
2 How would you describe PADWA's target audience?  
• How have they so fare communicated with their target group (their definition 
off target group)  
• Have there been any deliberate strategies to reach them. 
 
3. What do you hope the webpage can do for you its purpose?  
• How an the website solve their problem. 
• What is PADWA’s intention with hosting a website?  
• What is the intended purpose? 
• What is the intended effect?  
• What is the message?  
• What should the function be and why? 
• How shall the target audience use the website? 
• Where should the website be represented? 
• How/ where should the target audience find them?  
• Why is it important to be visible?   
How public do they want the website to be? 
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Appendix 3. In-depth Interviews  
 
Questions Guide (in Danish)  
 
1) Hvor lang tid har Genvej til Udvikling været medlem af Venskabsforeningen?  
2) Hvordan vil du beskrive formålet med VDV? 
3) Hvad for Jeres organisation ud af at være medlem af VDV? 
-I hvilke sammenhænge bruger i VDV? 
4) Hvem synes du VDV målretter sig til?  
5) Synes du det er nødvendigt for VDV at have en hjemmeside? 
6) Hvad skulle formålet med en hjemmeside for VDV være? 
7) Hvem tænker du skulle bruge hjemmesiden, og hvad skulle de få ud af at bruge den? 
8) Synes du at VDV's hjemmeside skal være en side som I, som organisation kan bruge i jeres 
daglige arbejde? 
- Hvis ja, hvordan skulle den kunne bruges af jeres organisation, og hvorfor? 
- Hvis nej,   
8) Tror du at offentligheden ville have en interesse i at bruge VDV's hjemmeside? 
- Hvis ja, hvorfor ville de have en interesse (hvad er deres motivation)? 
- Hvis nej, hvorfor ville de ikke bruge den? 
9) Ville en hjemmeside for VDV gøre medlemsorganisationerne mere aktive i VDV? 
- Er det nødvendigt for VDV at være mere aktive? 
- Hvis ja, hvorfor er det nødvendigt? 
- Hvis nej, hvorfor er det ikke nødvendigt? 
10) Hvordan får jeres organisation information for VDV som det er nu? 
11) Synes du at den nuværende kommunikationen mellem VDV og medlemsorganisationerne 
fungerer og er  den tilstrækkelig for Jer?  
- Hvorfor? 
12) Er du generelt tilfreds med hvordan VDV arbejder, eller kunne du tænke dig noget andet? 
- Hvis ja, hvad? 
Official Papers of PADWA  
Appendix 4: General Assembly 2008 Summary 
Til stede: Gitte Frandsen – Danafrika, Ossango Brauner – Dapamda, Marianne Dithmer– 
Genvej til Udvikling, Lone Frederiksen – Cykler til Senegal, Issaga Sidibé – Danafrika, 
Hannah Morrison Brejnholt – VDV,  
 
Afbud fra Lassina Baddolo – Venskabsforeningen Danmark – Burkina Faso, Estelle Fanjaud, 
Venskabsforeningen Danmark – Burkina Faso 
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Venskabsforeningen Danmark – Vestafrika (VDV) 
 
Forkvindes årsberetning:  d. 23.04.2008 
  
Året 2007 har været ret stille for VDV med undtagelse af Couleur Café. På 
generalforsamlingen i april 2007 fik vi i fællesskab og med inspiration fra Moussa Diallo en 
masse gode ideer, men kræfterne i bestyrelsen levede desværre ikke op til intentionerne med 
at lave arrangementer i løbet af vinterhalvåret.  
 
Couleur Cafe 2007 løb af stablen søndag den 17. juni. Det var en skøn dag og vi siger tak til 
alle der var med til at skabe stemning, glæde og farver. 
Årets ikke på forhånd annoncerede overrasskelse var en koncert med den fantastiske 
guenianske sangerinde/griotte Fanta Yayo, som det lykkedes at få til København fra 
Stockholm, hvor hun er bosat i øjeblikket. Folk kunne igen hvile i rytmen af Bassiru Suso 
Kora instrument, svinge hoften til Katamanto Highlife musikken for endelig at nyde Diallo 
Quartets svingende musik som repræsenterer de bedste afrikanske guitar rytmer med stærke 
blues undertoner.  
 
Ud over kernen af arrangører bakker et stort netværk af personer, organisationer og 
virksomheder op om Couleur Café. Og uden dem ville ikke være nogen festival. Couleur Café 
2007 blev støttet økonomisk af Institut Francais de Copenhague (Fête de la Musique) samt 
København Kommune, Verdensmusikfonden, Figaro Vinbar og en række foreninger og 
enkeltstående personer. Vi siger stor tak til alle dem, der er med til at gøre Couleur Café til 
det den er. 
 
På bestyrelsens vegne  
Forkvinde 
Lone Frederiksen 
 
Appendix 5: General Assembly 2007 Summary 
 
Venskabsforeningen Danmark – Vestafrika (VDV) 
Bestyrelsens beretning for året 2007  
Til foreningens generalforsamling den 23. april 2008 
 
 
Året 2007 har været ret stille for VDV med undtagelse af Couleur Café. På 
generalforsamlingen i april 2007 fik vi i fællesskab og med inspiration fra Moussa 
Diallo en masse gode ideer, men kræfterne i bestyrelsen levede desværre ikke op til 
intentionerne med at lave arrangementer i løbet af vinterhalvåret.  
 
Couleur Cafe 2007 løb af stablen søndag den 17. juni. Det var en skøn dag og vi siger 
tak til alle der var med til at skabe stemning, glæde og farver. 
Årets ikke på forhånd annoncerede overrasskelse var en koncert med den fantastiske 
guenianske sangerinde/griotte Fanta Yayo, som det lykkedes at få til København fra 
Stockholm, hvor hun er bosat i øjeblikket. Folk kunne igen hvile i rytmen af Bassiru 
Suso Kora instrument, svinge hoften til Katamanto Highlife musikken for endelig at 
nyde Diallo Quartets svingende musik som repræsenterer de bedste afrikanske guitar 
rytmer med stærke blues undertoner.  
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Ud over kernen af arrangører bakker et stort netværk af personer, organisationer og 
virksomheder op om Couleur Café. Og uden dem ville ikke være nogen festival. 
Couleur Café 2007 blev støttet økonomisk af Institut Francais de Copenhague (Fête 
de la Musique) samt København Kommune, Verdensmusikfonden, Figaro Vinbar og 
en række foreninger og enkeltstående personer. Vi siger stor tak til alle dem, der er 
med til at gøre Couleur Café til det den er. 
 
 
På bestyrelsens vegne 
Lone Frederiksen 
Forkvinde 
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